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Win tickets

Fancy the Outdoors Show for free?

Rodeo Grandude News
is back!!

2006 Christmas party
You’ve been framed!

Uganda - White Nile

Fred, Doug, & Lucille in the big stuff!

Sailing an open boat
Getting the sail ready

The Dart

Highlights

Cover Photo (by Doug): Lucille, Doug and Fred take KCC to Uganda

outdoors show
competition
The outdoors show has sent the KCC 2 tickets (excluding parking)
to give away (worth £28). All you need to do is have a guess at how
many sweets there are in the helmet. The closest two KCC members
to the magic number will get a ticket. To
enter email kcc.trasher@gmail.com
with your answer or ring the editor
on 01235 539943, there is an answer
phone if there’s no one in. Hints: this
is a happy-2b Ageis helmet and the
sweets are Quality Street style, the
editor has a big head!
Some details of the event:
The Outdoors Show, NEC Birmingham
16-18th Mar www.theoutdoorsshow.co.uk
Tickets £12 in advance, £14 on the door.
There are two special offers in advance:
Get 2 tickets for £20 - quote BCU1
Get 4 tickets for the price of 3 - quote BCU2
Book online or call 0870 010 9086
Parking is £7 a car - well worth a bit of planning & filling a car up!

Congratulations...
... to Ben and
Jo on the arrival
of baby Charlie.
Charlie was born
at 9.30pm on
Tuesday 20th
Feb. A healthy
7lb 10oz.
Parents and
baby doing
well despite a
slight change to
sleeping patterns
and lifestyle!
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Notices

Want to send info to the Trasher? Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to: Trasher HQ, 38
Curtis Avenue, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3UL. Please keep all materials electronic, we can’t scan (or type!!)
Lochaber Mountain Rescue Team have written to the
KCC secretary thanking us for our donations. They said that
so far they have raise in excess of £442,000 of the £500,000
and they hope to have met their target early 2007, with
building works commencing in the spring. They are also
planning on building a emergency helicopter landing site
adjacent to the building.
So thanks to those who donated.
Sea Kayaking around Thailand in September, hiring
boats out there, going for two weeks.
If you’re interested in joining us for all or part of the time
give Lucille a call on: 07891 909861.
No experience necessary.
Fancy Kayaking in the French Alps in the May
half term let me know, shall be booking ferries and
accommodation as soon as possible, Lucille (07891 909861).

wet and climb back into your boat. Good weather and
warm water have been ordered.
To find cost and confirm you place on the w/e talk to Liz
who is coordinating this opportunity – I guess first come
first served. Roger Wiltshire.
POOL SESSIONS CANCELLED; Message from OCP:
The leaks in the swimming pool system have proved quite
a problem to fix. There is some doubt whether the work will
be finished for the second half of this term.
As a consequence the school authorities have decided not
to let the pool to outside users for the remainder of this term
although it might be ready for school use during this term.
Therefore there WILL BE NO MORE pool sessions for this
winter season. The following sessions are cancelled:
Pathfinders CC 22 February, 8 and 22 March
KCC 1 and 15 March
Our sincere apologies for any inconvenience that this
may cause.

A note from Ashley:
Club open boat

I got this from the Bideford Canoe Club. It is perhaps of
interest to KCC members, though I imagine it is something
that most are already aware of. (Access to rivers petition)
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/Canoeists/

We have just bought a second hand Old Town ‘Scout’ (16
foot). It will be stored at Lucille’s until the new hut is built.
Contact Lucille if you would like to use it. (07891 909861).

Please write to your local MPs regarding access.
A specimen letter to be used as an example/template,
will be uploaded to the KCC website if it hasn’t already.
http://www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk

BCU Disability Awareness Training for canoe sport
and canoe recreation 28/29th April, Seapoint Canoe Centre,
Kent. £30 Cheques Payable to Seapoint Canoe Centre PO
Box 579, Folkstone, Kent. CT206796.

A KCC Solo Open Boat, BCU 2 Star Training &
Assessment W/E at Riverside Oxford 14/15 April 2007.

3 BOATS FOR SALE

An opportunity for existing BCU kayak coaches to add 2*
solo open canoe to their portfolio. Start hardening those
knees up now!
Course open to up to 8 folks. Price includes hire of open
boat for 2 days and the use of Centre facilities.
Day 1 will include a 6km trip (a requirement for the
current 2 Star Award) so bring lunch or buy a sarnie or two
at the little shop on the end of Donnington Bridge.
Day 2 will include the assessment which asks you to get
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1)
2)
3)

PYRANHA H3 (245) Full WW spec. Damaged on
front top deck above waterline. Professionally
repaired by Pyranha at their factory £280.
Contact Dave Surman 01865 373115.
davidsurman@hotmail.com
Dagger GTX and Ego. Contact Wendy
Williamson 01352 771163
Inazone 242 (it’s Green) £280. Contact Kent
Dixon on 07775 714449


Rodeo Grandude
news is back!!!!
Incorporating magic earz news

by Dave Surman

AAAAAAAHHHHH!!! This was
supposed to be the triumphal
return of the RDG Page
completed at length and at
leisure but instead I find myself
rushing off this edition at night
before rushing off to catch a
charabanc to go skiing.

FIRST

WOTZCOMINUP
LAKES WEEKEND
10/11 March (to be confirmed)
Let me know if you’re interested. On
my return from skiing on 18th I will
check water possibilities. If it looks good
we’ll go , if not so good we’ll go anyway
and if no water do an easy lake fed
river or walk. Accommodation at Collin
Litton’s BnB £16 per night. Collin is a
paddler and his son’s a mean beck ridin’
dude. Me, Essex Boyz, Ben and Liz (Mar)
up for it so far. Leave message or email
if interested.
WACKY WHITE WATER
WINE TASTING
There is a public wine tasting at
Added Ingredients in Stert Street on
Thursday 15 March. Gotta get tickets
in advance so you need to contact me
by beginning of March if you wanna
come. £15 getzya 6 glasses of wine
+ some food with each wine + some
dude who tells you all about the wine.
Swill, sniff, swallow – the three s’s. Note
it doesn’t include spew.
ANYBODY UP FOR PADDLING IN
AN EXOTIC LOCATION END JULY/
AUGUST LET ME KNOW ? subject to
my finances!
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SECOND

WOTZBINHAPPENIN’
UPPER DART WEEKENDS
Wow I can’t believe the water’s been
so good this year I’ve lost track of how
many times I’ve done it this season.
Water has frequently been on the
ledge which has given great levels.
The South West season has not been
without it’s drama though. My trashing
in Slot n Drop on the Erme was relayed
in great detail in Simon’s article in the
last edition as was our descent of the
Dart from high up on the moor on the
West Dart through Dartmeet to the
Dart Centre. Since then on following
weekends I have had my buoyancy
aid nicked from the drying room and
cracked the end of my H3 on the last
rock on the last rapid of the section.
I have also got into doing the Big
Boy Boof move on Euthenasia. I used
to think there was only one way of
doing this rapid (well two I suppose
if you include upside down). I’ve now
discovered a variety of ways to get
down it.
BIIIG SUNDAY O7 AND THE SOUTH
WALES POSSE!!
I can’t even remember the date
but we reckon there were 6 different
KCC posses out paddlin’ on this date.
We’re like MaccyDs we have branches
everywhere – Nile! Shepperton!
Abingdon! Dart! Usk! Irfon! All on
the same day! Not bad huh? Reports
from the others will no doubt appear
elsewhere.
SOUTH WALES POSSE
Dave Surman, Andy Newell, Lucille
Savin, Ian Domville, Doug Johnson,
Seth Townley, Simon Knox…

There was a revolt from heading to
Devon again. The rainfall was difficult
to predict for the Sunday. I spent more
time than was sensible on the internet
and phone on the Saturday. The end
result of which was a decision to meet
at the Magor services over the Severn
Bridge with the intention of running
the Tawe if we were lucky enough to
find any water in it and if unsuccessful
to divert to the Sawdde or Irfon which
had different catchments.
And so it was we set off at 7am
and then it started to rain and rain
and rain and rain and.. You get the
picture. Driving through the welsh
valleys it soon became obvious that
lack of water would not be a problem.
Arriving at glyntawe I was shocked
and humbled by what I beheld. There
was not a rock to be seen at the get
in as the river motored at breakneck
speed in an eddyless rush to deposit
the unwary kayaker in the unseen
maelstrom that I knew lurked further
down the river. I was the only one who
had done this river before and it was
higher today. I knew that at high levels
the peny crae slabs that are normally
a groovy series of slides become river
wide man eating holes!
Guyz don’t you just love this
sensational tabloid journalism?
We then decided to diver to the
Upper Irfon over the Brecons and in a
different catchment.
Luckily enough they had rain which
put water into the river and made it
runnable but not huge.
It starts high up in the Cambrian
Mountains and is very reminiscent in
scenery to Glen Roy in Scotland.
It was a great run down with some
interesting drops and some flat sections
through trees in between. Seth spent
a fair amount of time inspecting
rapids from an inverted position and
I hate to spread rumours but our Kiwi
ambassador had an O.B.E.* on her final
U.K. river before returning home!
Unfortunately the tea shoppe was
shut so we had to go to the pub for a
mean pig out!!
*O.B.E. Out of Boat Experience



NEW YEAR WITH THE BIGBOY/
GIRLIE PARTNERSHIP
Andy McMahon n Lisa, Mark n
Heather Rainsley, Dave Surman, Claire
Cheong-Leen, Toby, Andy Levick, Mark
Gawler n Zoe Newsam.
First day no water. Second day
Orchy in good water also paddled with
Jim and Chris from UKRGB.
Then third day split into Big Boyz
who went off to do a hundred rivers
cant remember which, but think it
included the Nevis and some
mountain burn. Myself, Andy L, Mark G,
Lisa, Zoe and Heather ran the Lower
Roy Middle Spean and some of us
went on to do the Spean Gorge at a
high level. Cool but totally different
from normal, Headbanger washed out,
loadza swirlying and the Constriction
normal portage was under an evil
huge stopper. Portage City for all the
dudes bar Mark who rid the far cushion
wave and still got a mini trashing. Oh
yes Andy L. tried to get me to wimp
out of the gorge coz it was so cold and
take afternoon tea instead I resisted!!
Next day I went off with the Big Boyz
Andy, Mark, Chris n Jim to do the Coe

Andy McMahon...
...a boat for each
of those years

– always good for a massacre!! It was
freeeeeeeeeeeezing at the get in,
had to get in Mark’s shelter to keep
warm during the shuttle. The run was
cool – even cooler after rolling!! Back
Door man is an impressive drop soon
after the start and the gorge is a real
adrenaline buzz, narrow n non-stop!!
Our heroes went off to do one of the
EtiVe tributaries, no not Alt na Charun
or the other one. This one only goes
when everything is honking big time.
I decided to wait at the egress which
would be above Triple Falls on the Big
E. I looked at the aforesaidmentioned
dude and, man is it scarey or is it
scarey at this level. Egress is definitely
ABOVE the fall. The middle drop was
FLAT and the rest was some gnarly
dude and a half.
This was New Year’s Eve and the roll
on the Coe had goofed up my ears so
I was Billy No Mates on New Year’s Eve
as I couldn’t hear anything.!!
A great time thanks to everyone and
particularly Claire C-L for organizing it.
Oh yes and the last day myself and
Andy L walked to the Anoch Mor Tea
Shoppe at the base of the gondola

Years of Paddling? Seven years.
Started off paddling in Scotland for
2 years and I’ve been down south
for 5 years.
Best trip in 2006? India. Great
rivers.
Cannot live without piece of
kayaking equipment? My Dagger
Nomad creek boat
Ever forgotten a vital piece of
kit? My throwline a few times.
Most embarrassing kayaking
moment? Probably my swim in
India. Giving up a perfectly good
eddy at a portage, I decided to try
to make a micro eddy just above
the drop. Suffice to say, I cocked it
up and swam through the G6. Scary,
embarrassing and unnecessary.
Since you started paddling how
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and I taught him some Italian for his
upcoming weekend cultural trip to
Rome whilst the Big Boyz went and
DID THE kischisch and I missed it
AGAIN!!!
FAMOUS KINGFISHER QUOTES
COMPETITION
If I get time before the deadline I will
get this to the Editor, if not it will have
to wait til the next edition.
CANOE EXHIBITION
Am thinking of going to NEC on the
Sunday, think it is 18 March. Trying to
get PYCC Posse together. Anyone else
interested?
SAD NEWS – DAVE THORNE
If you were at school or a teacher
in Oxfordshire you may have known
Dave Thorne who was an instructor
at Woodlands, Oxfordshire’s Outdoor
Centre in Glasbury, South Wales. Dave
was tragically drowned in an open
canoe accident on the River Lune at the
beginning of January. Water levels were
not particularly high and from reports
it seems that he didn’t surface after
the canoe capsized. Dave was a great
personality and will be sadly missed.

many boats have you owned?
Seven - Dagger RPM, Dagger
Outlaw, Dagger Ego, Pyranha H3 (big
mistake), Dagger Nomad 8.1, Dagger
Kingpin, Dagger Nomad 8.5.
Cake or Pie? Cake for sure
Hurley or river trip? RIVER.
Playboating is great fun and great for
kayak fitness, but it can’t beat river
missions - the fear, the trepidation
and the feeling you get after running
that scary drop or rapid!
Statement of kayak wisdom? He
who dares swims!!!
Best tip to go from beginner to
pro in a season?! Try, try again, try
again, try again, try again, try again
etc. and then try again.
Tea shop or pub after paddling?
That’s easy, tea shop!


KCC diary dates
March 2007

April 2007

1 (Pool Session - Cancelled)
4 Upper Wye:
Llangurig to Rhayader
17 Km Grade iii (iv)

1
2
3

5
6

7 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at  The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
8

9 The Lakes
10 (Possible
11 Weekend)
12
13
14

15 Wine Tasting evening
(Pool Session - Cancelled)
16 The Outdoors Show: NEC,
Birmingham
17 The Outdoors Show
18 The Outdoors Show
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

4 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at  The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14 Solo Open Boat: BCU 2 Star
Training & Assessment W/E
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28 BCU Disability Awareness
Training
29 BCU Disability Awareness
Training
30
31

May/June 2007

September 2007

26 French Alps Trip
.
.
3 (return date)

2/3 Thailand trip
.
.
16 (return date)

‘The’ KCC
Beginners
Course...
...

is starting half way through May. Please pass
the details of the course below onto those who
may want to attend.
VENUE: Rowing Club, Wilsham Road, Abingdon.
DATES: Tuesdays for seven weeks. Starting 15th May
until 3th July, excluding 29th May (Bank Holiday week).
TIMES: 6.30 pm to 9.00pm approx.
ABILITY: You should be able to swim 50 metres in your
clothes.
EQUIPMENT: Kayak, paddle, buoyancy aid, helmet and
spraydeck will be provided. Please feel free to bring your
own if you have this equipment.
CLOTHING: To canoe in: Lightweight windproof jacket,
tracksuit or thermal trousers (or shorts if warm). Thermal
T-shirt, woolly jumper or fleece. Old trainers or shoes
tied on (i.e. they should not fall off ). Wet-suit boots
if you have them. Please do not feel you have to buy
anything especially for this course. YOU SHOULD BE
PREPARED TO GET WET IN THESE CLOTHES. Towel and
change of clothes.
FACILITIES: NONE – We work from the riverbank, but
we do have a toilet.
COACH: Lucille Savin – BCU L2 Coach
ASSISTANTS: Frances Burge, Ben Coleman, Roger Pass,
Iain Shield.
COST: £55. This will also give you membership to KCC
until Dec 2007 on completion of the course. Cheques
should be made payable to Kingfisher Canoe Club. On
receipt of this you will be given a place on the course
and we look forward to seeing you.
CONTACT: Lucille Savin, 85 Norris Close, Peachcroft,
Abingdon,OX14 2RW. Tel: 07891 909861 or Email:
lucillesavin@yahoo.co.uk

Early Feb and a fine 3 gates open at Hurley: From left to right. Vikki R, Simon K, Iain S, Ashely M
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Christmas Party 2006
13th December Upper Reaches
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by Lucille Savin

UGANDA

“Jambo Masungu” *

DEC 06 / JAN 07

Big thanks to Fred and Doug for a fantastic weeks paddling.
Here’s a few photos of our visit to Bujagali, Uganda exhilarating or what! I think I spent most of the time spitting
out water from the class four and five rapids I swallowed.
The world’s longest river, the Nile, begins its 5,500 Kilometre journey towards the
Mediterranean from lake Victoria. A two hour drive from Kampala airport heading north
and the river flow is controlled by a hydro-electric dam so seasons and weather are
irrelevant.
Looking forward to going out this coming boxing day for an awesome paddle and a
fantastic way to get over Christmas. Summiting peaks, jungle trekking and safari are some
of Uganda’s other attractions.
* Jambo Masungu translates as “hello whiteman”!
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Sailing
an open
boat

by Alastair Wilson
In an open boat I found myself more
exposed to the wind than in a kayak and
so my thoughts turned to harnessing it
to save effort paddling when the wind
was in the right direction. Interestingly,
it is also part of the BCU 2* open boating
test which appears set to become
mandatory for UKCC level 2 coaches.
So sailing here I come!
Anything that can be held up in the wind to provide
propulsion counts as a sail. This could include holding
a shirt up between 2 paddles or an umbrella. I wanted
however, to construct a simple efficient sail kit that I could
put up or take down quickly. I decided therefore to use the
2 halves of a canoe pole as mast and boom and make a sail
from ripstop nylon.

Sailing Kit

1

Mast The Mast is one half of the canoe pole but is
extended by a short length of wooden dowel to
increase its height by 18 inches. (It could double as
a fisherman’s priest if I take up canoe fishing!) The mast is
stepped in a ring bolted to the forward thwart (that’s the
nautical name for a seat) and locates in a block stuck to the
bottom of the boat with silicone sealant.

2

Boom The other half of the canoe pole (the one with
the sprung locking pin) is used to support the top
corner of the sail similar to the arrangement on some
sailing boats.
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3

Sail The design of the sail took a little research to
maximise its surface area and effectiveness. A sail
is not just a surface against which the wind blows;
it should also be a curved shape that when filled with air
creates lift like an aerofoil. The secret on this sail is to make
the slot into which the mast slides curved so that the sail
has more material in the middle. Ripstop nylon has been
used, as it is readily available, lightweight and can be folded
small for storage. It can also be sewn easily on a domestic
sewing machine. A pocket in the top corner locates one
end of the boom while the other end is inserted into a
small length of plastic pipe that is tied to the sail and mast.
The sprung pin in the pole prevents it coming apart. Eyes
have been fitted to strengthen the fixing points. A line tied
to the bottom corner completes the sail kit.

4
5

Rudder A paddle is used as rudder and it comes
in handy when the wind disappears or is in the
wrong direction.

Leeboard Unlike a sailing boat, a canoe has no keel
so it moves sideways almost as readily as forwards.
This makes sailing closer to the wind impossible.
In fact my canoe is very happy being blown broadside. A
leeboard is a board fixed to the side of the canoe in such
a way that it can act like a keel and bite into the water.
The design of the board and its mounting has taken into
account the need to be able to unship it quickly and the
wish not to have any permanent fixings on the canoe.
It also reflects the ironmongery I could find in my shed
workshop which could be adapted for a new life afloat.
The mounting is clamped onto the gunwale a little aft of
the mast as it is said it should be mounted at the “centre of
force” of the sail.


Since making the kit I have had a number of goes with it and discovered that if there is any wind on the
Thames it will be blowing either across or against the way I want to sail. I can say, however, that it works well
and I carry the kit with expectation of a fine sail one day…..

Ring on Thwart
Pocket for
pole end

Pocket for
mast sewn
in curve
Block stuck
to boat

Reinforcing
eye for line

Poles for extension
Sail Testing
on Dry land!

Pipe socket tied to sail/mast
Leeboard Kit

Leeboard
mounting
Years of Paddling? 3 yrs

Pole secured

was trying to do in the first place.
Since you started paddling how
many boats have you owned?
3.......Sub 7, Dagger Showdown,
Dagger G-Force.

Ever forgotten a vital piece of
kit? Dry cag.....it was in Scotland, big
thanks to Heather who had a spare
one !!!!!!!

Cake or Pie? Definitely cake
(hidden inside a pie).

Most embarrassing kayaking
moment? Slipping into the river
from the bank still holding paddle
and boat, going down the next
2 rapids and having to be rescue
before setting up the river support I
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Hurley or river trip? River trip,
I’m more likely to stay upright.
Statement of kayak wisdom?
Don’t follow me.
Best tip to go from beginner
to pro in a season?! If only I knew
the answer !!!!

Lisa
Parke

Best trip in 2006? IKEA........oops,
wrong trip.....Slovenia. Cannot
live without piece of kayaking
equipment? Nose clip.

Tea shop or pub after paddling?
Bearing in mind that I won’t be
doing a 4/5 the next day........Pub. :-)
...where
does
she buy
her pies
from??!!

10

Dart Jan’07

Claire on the loop

Doug on the Upper

s
ver
o
l
o
nt

p

lea

We split
into groups for
the Upper and the
loop, did our thing and
had a great time.

ow

ki
Nik

d
ing

com

Highlights on the loop: Spotting salmon leap, one
of which landed clean on Helens boat with a bit of a
thud – yep she put it back!
Swim-a-thon on triple falls, still not really sure what
happened there but looked a bit like a log jam.
Chasing a boat that decided to go all by itself (slipped
in) down triple falls when inspecting the rapid!

Fame at last!
Dave found
his photo
on a beer
mat in the
Tavistock
Inn

Tasting session of Buckfast tonic wine made locally
(not actually on
the loop!). I reckon
it tastes like gone
off port. Not even
half a bottle was
consumed, and
with us lot that is
saying something!
Thanks to Vikki
for organising
another top Dart
weekend.

Years of Paddling? 27, scarey huh?
Best trip in 2006? I reckon the
Morriston in Scotland.
Cannot live without piece of
kayaking equipment? My coffee
maker (Simon).
Ever forgotten a vital piece of kit?
Coffee maker.

DAVE
SURMAN
WANT TO
KNOW WHAT
MAKES THE
SURMANTOR
TICK?

Years of Paddling? I used to paddle
with Pathfinders back when I was
at school during the late ‘80’s early
‘90’s but I kind of stopped when I
discovered the joys of beer and girls
(mainly beer!) I didn’t start again until
2000 when I joined Kingfishers.
Best trip in 2006? Italy, a very laid
back with good food and excellent
coffee. Best river had to be the
KIACHNISH in Scotland though
Cannot live without piece of
kayaking equipment? I guess a
boat is handy. But in reality everyone
know’s I can’t go on a paddling trip
with out a stove top expresso maker
Ever forgotten a vital piece of kit?
Just before Christmas I turned up at
Hurley car park, faffed for 30 minutes
before opening the boot to realise I’d
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Most embarrassing kayaking
moment? Too many to remember!!
howzabout having my new £150 dry
top cut off at hospital after having
been airlifted off the Mawdach with a
dislocated shoulder. Only been worn
for 10 minutes on the river. I’m sure
everyone else can give you many
more of my embarrassing moments. I
seem to have one every time I set foot
in a kayak. Oh yes, howzabout writing
off three boatz in a year only one of
which was mine!
Since you started paddling how
many boats have you owned? (be
honest!) Pinto STOLEN, Mirage SOLD,
Dancer SOLD, T slalom SOLD, Spud
LOST ON CONWAY!, Magic Bat SOLD,
Creek 280 SOLD IN NEPAL, Microbat
WRITTEN OFF, Neck Gliss SOLD,

forgot all my kit except the boat on
the roof of the car.
Most embarrassing kayaking
moment? Too numerous to mention
mainly involving swimming in places I
shouldn’t. Posting the Trashers without
putting the correct amount of postage
on was quite embarrassing as well.

Inazone 230 BOTH WRITTEN OFF, H3
CRACKED, S8 SOLD , S6 STILL OWNED,
Burn to be owned. 15 in total
Cake or Pie? Both of course. I
particularly recommend the lemon
meringue pie at The National Milk Bar in
Ilanidloes at the egress for the clwedog.
The pie is so dangerously big that the
human mouth has not yet evolved to fit
around it and there is a serious danger
of jaw dislocation or suffocation.
Hurley or river trip? River trip every
day. Which one? Upper Dart uk. Must
paddle again rivers? Reventazon Costa
Rica, Tuolomne California ++++
Statement of kayak wisdom?
Remember if you aint talkin paddlin
you aint talkin’.
Best tip to go from beginner to
pro in a season?! Give up work and
paddle with as many people and go
on as many trips as possible.
Tea shop or pub after paddling?
(bearing in mind your grade 4/5
‘big’ day tomorrow? Drovers Rest
llanwtrydd Wells, Upstairs Downstairs
Lynmouth although I understand it
has been renamed.

aren’t to be trusted.
Best tip to go from beginner to
pro in a season?! How would I
know? but I’d start by reading the
kayak wisdom above.
Tea shop or pub after paddling?
Hmmmm beer.

Since you started paddling how
many boats have you owned? Nine,
I’m fickle.
Cake or Pie? Pie, preferably steak
and ale.
Hurley or river trip? According to
Chris Wheeler you do both in a day
but if I had to choose one it would
have to be the river.
Statement of kayak wisdom? Erm...
don’t follow me! My lines on the river

sIMON kNOX - FINDING HIS
MOJO DOWN AT HURLEY
12

Liz Garnett...

Dave H. / Ben C. / Simon K.

‘The’trasher interview

Surf’s up on a ‘Dart‘ weekend
Ben C.
Years of Paddling? 11 years! Yikes, how did that
happen?
Best trip in 2006? Definitely the week in Scotland.
Wonderful scenery, fantastic rivers and great company.
Can’t wait to go again, hopefully with more rain.
Cannot live without piece of kayaking equipment?
It has to be my nose clip. Can’t paddle without it and it
makes me invincible kayak woman (yeah right!).

Mark V.

Ever forgotten a vital piece of kit? I think the only
time I’ve left kit behind was at my second paddle with
KCC. I’d just moved to Oxford and hadn’t quite got my
routine sorted and left my entire bag of kit at home. Doh!
Kevin came to the rescue and lent me enough kit to get
out on the water.

More photos of you less of the editor?
Send in your photos please!

Most embarrassing kayaking moment? Slipping
on a rock at Newbridge car park on the Dart and
landing, very painfully, at the feet of Mark Rainsley and
Mendipmammoth. It really hurt and I felt rather foolish!
And the same weekend, having to convince everyone
that I hadn’t swum the entire length of the Upper Dart
the previous week. Yeah, thanks a bunch Andy Mac, you
nasty little gossipmonger.

Email: kcc.trasher@gmail.com
or post a CD: Trasher HQ, 38 Curtis Av, Abingdon, Oxon OX143UL

Since you started paddling how many boats have
you owned? Four? For 11 years paddling, I think that’s
very restrained. Will someone please convince Craig that
I’m very restrained!
Cake or Pie? A pasty is nearly a pie, so savoury for me.
Hurley or river trip? River, river, river trip.
Statement of kayak wisdom? If you think you’re
going to swim, you probably will.
Best tip to go from beginner to pro in a season?!
Become best friends with someone really good and get
them to teach you everything they know! Failing that,
glue your boat to your hips and get out on the water
every available moment. And when you are on the water,
set yourself a challenge, no matter how small, and really
push yourself.

Iain S. (‘the’ Ock!)
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Tea shop or pub after paddling? Most definitely the
pub with a nice pint of brown booze discussing the day’s
triumphs and tribulations with your paddling buddies.
But I’ve just discovered that sea kayaking makes you
want to drink lots of tea – it’s all downhill from 30!
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